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AN UNQUIET PROVINCE

WHAT exactly happened in East Pakistan on the occasion of the
Bandh called by the Opposition parties in su~pOrt of the demand,

among others, for autonomy for the province is anybody's guess. The chan-
nels of communication between the two Bengals are yet to be restored-six
months after the Tashkent Declaration. Whether they would have re-
mained open in the days of disturbance is a different matter; Calcutta
has not set an encouraging precedent. But whatever little would have
percolated even then would have been far more dependable than news
travelling by mouth, which is largely hearsay or plain falsehood. Besides,
there is an undeniable tendency here to exaggerate whatever appears to
be a source of discomfiture to the Pakistan Government. The reason is
understandable, but that -does not make such proneness defensible; nor
does the fact that Pakistan newspapers behave no better.

At the same time, it is useless to pretend that the agitation is of negli-
gible magnitude. Official accounts everywhere of any expression of anger
by the people against the Government are gross understatements. Despite
that, the Press Note issued. by the East Pakistan Government on the dis-
turbances gives sufficient indication of the mass fury that rocked the pro-
vince. The Government has reacted on lines familiar not only- to East
Pakistan. Ten persons, according to the Government, have been killed in
police firing; some more have died later in hospital. Hundreds of persons
have been arrested, and restrictive orders have been enforced in different
parts of the province. This has brought about a lull, which, for all that
is known, may be temporary. For the Awami League is reported to have
decided to observe a Kishan Day with the obvious intent of carrying the
movement to the rural areas. Student participation in the Bandh has
been more than what was expected, though schools and colleges are closed

. for summer vacation. The sponsors of the II).ovement expect students to
join in much larger numbers' the next phase of the struggle for which
preparations are said to be already afoot. And students of East Pakistan
can unsettle settled polici~s.

From all accounts 'it appears that the situation in East Pakistan is not
the result of a temporflry estrangement of the people from the Govern-
ment. The discontent was simmering for years; the Opposition parties
have only.helped it to boil over. But the Government does not seem
to realise this. It has yet to give a convincing answer to the charge of
economic exploitation of East Pakistan to build up the western wing.
The Awami League's pamphlet on the economic disparities between the
two wings of Pakistan, a product of careful research, is said to have become
one of the most 'sought-after publications in East Pakistan, and that is a
measure of the influence it. is exerting on the people. Whether autonomy
on the scale demanded is the only way that remains to satisfy the people
of East Pakistan is a matter of which the Government and the Opposition
more difficult. A!t.er all, secession is a demand that can worry the Gov-
ernment of any country.
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Independent Europe
President de Gaulle's VISIt to the

Soviet Union, due to begin this week,
end, may not immediately produce
any climactic result. French with-
drawal from NATO is all but com-
plete; further estrangement need not

, be attributed to the General's trip to
Moscow. Nor is it likely that the
Russians will be keen on concluding
the kind of deal with France that
West Germanv would consider suffi-
cient provoca'tion for an assertive
policy based on an independent nu-
clear capacity. On his part, de GauUe
too is shrewd enough to see the
political impracticability of a formal
bilateral agreement with the Russians.
He will be content with informal but
complete assurance that Soviet power
and policies constitute no threat to
Fe-allce. Moscow will have no hesi-
tation or difficulty in giving such
assurance without prejudicing the
prospects of an understanding with
the Americans which could keep a
possible ''''est German threat under
control.

Much more important than this
bilatenl understanding will be the
effects of the. French policy on East
Eurnpean countries other than the
Soviet Union~ The effects will'be sig-
nificant not only to Russia but also
to both Eastern and Western Europe.
The General's stand against American
domin:ttion of Western Europe IS
undoubtedly attractive to those people
in Eastern Europe-and their nnm-
bel' is increasing--who 'would like to
see a reduction of their dependence
on Soviet authority. What may be
described as an urge for "Europe for
the Europeans" (recognizing that
Russia is more than a European
power) is clearly emerging on both
sides of the old dividing line. The
boldest expression so far to this urge
in Eastern Europe was given last
Saturday by the Rumanian leader,
Mr Ceausescu, who called for dis-
bandment of both the NATO and
Warsaw Pact organizations, "so that
relations on a new basis can be estab-
lished between the European coun-
tries". Such views cannot but be
regarded in Moscow with some dis-
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quiet; Mr Brezhnev's sudden visit to
Bucharest last month followed a
previous speech by Mr Ceausescu des-
cribing military pacts as outmoded.
Yet the Russian leaders can clearly

'see that some change in the pattern
of Russia's relations with other East
European countries will be inevitable;
it is perhaps in recognition of an
emerging change that Mr Brezhnev
declared in Moscow last Friday that
"Europe must become the continent
of peace".

Moscow also recognizes that it is
de Gaulle who-as the Spectator
recently put it-"has, and will be
seen to have, the key to peace in
Europe". It is he who has shown
that Eastern Europe will be respon-
sive to Western approaches for under-
standing and settlement. The divi-
sions determined by the Russo-
AmeJ.1ican cold war now make less
and less sense to people in continen-
tal Europe and, if the German threat
could be removed, even the basic cold
war structure would crumble in
Europe. There is of course Vietnam
and the rest of eastern Asia, but the
issues there may not be sufficient to
sustain a permanent division of in-
t.erests between the Big Two, as the
Chinese suspect. This is not to sug-
gest that an understanding on Europe
between Russia and the U.S.A. is
likely in the immediate future;
neither Power will think it wise to
take major risks. But relations be-
tween European countries on both
sides will surely become more normal.
The Russians have been more' astute
than the Americans in seeing tha t
this is inescapable, whatever mig-ht
be Russia's own interests in maintain-
ing her authority in Eastern Europe.
Discussions with President de Gaulle
will give the ~oviet leaders a clearer
idea of how to ensure that the
chang-es do not take place without
Russian initiative and participation.

Waning Wilson
The public opinion polls and such

other gimmicky accompaniments of
democracy as once helped Mr Harold
Wilson and the Labour Party to 10

Downing Street are now said to be
turning against the British Govern-
ment. Not many may be surprised;
fewer sorry. Mr ''''ilson's failure to
repeat with the seamen his last-
minute "magic" solution of the
railway men's threatened strike has
brought the slump in his reputation;
but there always was an element of
hoax in his television "image". His
"pragmatism", it is becoming in-
creasingly clear, seeks to cover the lack
of a hard core of faith in anything
in particular; success in a very limited
sense is all he seems to care for. Now,
it appears, he is not even considered
indispensable by the Labour Party,
although it is prudent to remember
that Mr Wilson still has enough
~le.verness in him to keep himself in
power for the rest of the term and
perhaps beyond.

It is probably true that the British
people in their commonalty are usual
ly concerned more over domesti
issues than over foreign affairs. 0
both counts, however, Mr 'Vilson'
performance so far has been p
indeed. There is kind of affluence i
Britain all right; but the state o[
pound sterling has not of late be
too healthy. More than once
Bank of England has had to come
its rescue. On the crucial question
Britain joining or not joining
European Common Market
Wilson's Government has at its
shown nothing but hesitancy,
though it can perhaps plead that
decision does not rest entirely or e
primarily with London. On inca
and wages the policy is still nebul
and the recent tax on services
affected many supporters of La
The Tory alternative does not
aU.ract a majority of the Bri
people, perhaps; but there is
denying that a measure of disillu
ment with Labour has set in all
Britain.

In the Commonwealth at large
Wilson has done himself and
Government no good at all by
less t,han honest. It is now pi
a pikestaff that the vaunted ec
sanctions against Ian Smith's
regime in Rhodesia have totally
in their purpose. Even some
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Speaking on Sunday night, exactly
a week after devaluation, the Prime
Minister at least admitted that prices
had been rising, but she added with
charming naivete that there was
little justification for the increase in
respect of commodities without any
import content. Does any Indian
have to be told that, in an economy
in which dishone~t businessmen are
the least affected by any kind of res-
triction, prices often rise without jus-
tiilcation? Surely Mrs Gandhi or her
advisers would not claim that black-

NOW

Punjabi Suba or Haryana; both want altering its suggestion for a shared
it passionately; but the Centre's capital if the Punjabi-speaking and
suggestion, though a characteristic the Hindi-speaking can agree on a
compromise, seems to have a goon formula, any formula, it is really
deal to commend itself, although the using the all too familiar British
country's experience with Union idiom on the Congress and the
Territories generally is that their Muslim League producing an agreed
tentative character tends to stand iri. solution. There must still be a
the way of their progress. Immediate difference. An alien ruler could well
facts are that the country has not be created with a diabolical policy of
enough money to build another . "divide et empera". Can it be that
Chandigarh and that Chandigarh can, New Delhi is already being suspected
easily be shared by the. two new of similar sinister motives in its rela-
States. Sant Fateh Singh will have tions with the States? This could be
none of it; he wants all of Chancli- an ominous portent.
garh for Punjabi Suba. Expectedly, But the immediate problems seem
Haryana will be content with no less. relatively simple. Chandigarh as

There always was something in-- a Union Territory serving both
substantial about the argument over Punjabi Suba and Haryana as a
Punjabi Suba; frequently it was not capital may conceivably 'present pro-
clear whether at least some Sikhs were blems over sales tax collection and all
not thinking in terms of religion or that; but the essential unity of Punjab
language. Sant Fateh Singh's recent seems far more important. At all
statement tha~ the Sikhs would not events, the escape door Is always
like to see Chandigarh go out of the there. Should Punjabi Suba or
Punjabi Suba added to the scepticism Haryana find it difficult to get on
that religion might already have re- together in Chandigarh, either can.
placed language as the basis for read- walk out of it and find a humbler
justment. The Jan Sangh's answer capital or stake its claim for Chand i-
is only too predictable. It will be a garh. New Delhi will no doubt then
pity indeed if the more or less smooth be faced with another konfrontasi;
decision on partitioning Punjab is but that must be among the least of
followed by, rancour and worse over the problems awaiting Mrs Indira
the site of the capital of the two new Gandhi in the days and months to
States. A man called Adolf Hitler come. Meantime a divided State with
has already made nonsense of any a shared capital seems reasonable
serious discussion of racial or ethnic enough, at least to non-Punjabis. A
similarities or differences; but the decree nisi in the divorce proceedings
people of both Punjabi Suba and between the Punjabi-speaking and the
Haryana should not heed. to be re- Hindi-speaking in Punjab does not
minded that both are Punjabis still. seem a bad idea at all.
And it is to that feeling of oneness
that the State owes its present stUrdy
prosperity. The second act of politi-
cal surgery makes no difference
at all to that fundamental proposi-
tion.

The Centre can indeed be blamed
for taking a half-hearted decision, just
as, vainly, Mr Nehru once toyed with
the idea of an independent Bombay,
belonging as much to Maharashtra as
to Gujarat; it led to nothing but
trouble and had finally to be
jettisoned. The parallel may still be
not on all fours. At least in some
quarters it appears to have been
noticed that when Delhi speaks of

Capital Row

those initially in sympathy
demand for linguistic read-

nls in Punjab may be some-
baffled and irritated by the
t differences over the choice

t Chandigarh. This proud city
by Le Corbusier with love and

nation really belongs to the
e of India as a whole. Now, it

, it must belong to either

tor now concede that Mr
prior renunciation of force
facilitated Mr Smith's Uni-

Declaration of Independence,
en the landing of a token force
ember might have brought the
regime down. Mr Wilson is
praised by the Conservatives

harping on the theme that,
happens, the prospect of

rule in Rhodesia is remote.
in December in Lagos Mr
was confidently speaking of a
of the Smith Government in
of "weeks", while his Coh
etary, Mr Arthur Bottom-

bravely saying that the
Government would never talk

mith Government. "Talks
, are in progress right at this

t, with Mr Smith no doubt
the fullest advantage of
II's climb-down.

ly Mr Wilson's so-called east-
presence. This reaJly is pathe-
ot only has he shamelessly

U.S. bombing of North
, in spite of opposition within

bour Party, but also shown
as a camp follower of

n policy in general. The
ce" has been rendered the

ridiculous since the suspension
Indonesia's konfrontasi with
sia. All this adds up to a Com-
ealth of which India is a mem-

and lIlay be the venue of the
'ers' next meeting. With due
t to President Kaunda, the
ng is better held in London.
things Mr Wilson will need to
Id cannot possibly be said by any
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rupee should take a knock. In fact,
Mrs Indira Gandhi was even recon-
ciled to one or two ~et resigna-
tions and when she mtL (he President
on Sunday morning, she had told him
that she might have to meet him later
in the day with a fresh list of Minis-
ters, if necessary.

The Commerce Minister,
Manubhai Shah, was the only mem-
ber of the Cabinet to take a strong
line against the devaluation move.
Mr S. K. Patil backed him strongly.
His reasons were anything but eco-
nomic. It was practical politics which
limly an organization man could be
conscious of. The Congress would
lose at least five million votes if they
devalued. Mr Chavan and Mr Sanjiva
Reddy opposed it too, though mildly.
Mr Nanda was against devaluation
(pity he had no inkling of it because
he was away in Manali and arrived
in time for the Cabinet meeting).
Mr Swaran Singh was not in India.
Mr Satyanarayan Sinha did not have
any view. Others were just silent.
Mrs Indira Gandhi pretended as
though she had no stand on the
matter and she would abide by the
Cabinet's decision. But she said that
if anyone did not agree with the deci·
sion he was free to resign. The
Mehta-Subramaniam-Chaudhuri trio
had its way. No vote was taken an
technically, the Government spokes-
man was right when he said that th
decision was unanimous. By all
accounts, it was a minority decisi
imposed on the rest of the Cabinet
The dissenting members of th
Cabinet would not stand up to it.

Late in the evening, the Press' I
formation Bureau summoned carr
pondents for a briefing at II p.m. b
it was known by 7 p.m. that it w
about devaluation. All the Ministe
and Deputy Ministers were hurried!
called to Rashtrapati Bhavan for

pOLITICAL dilettantism can pass
for statemanship in New Delhi

because this is a city of sick minds,
sick to death and unable to reason
out. .

I t is not so much the economic
implications of the devaluation deci-
sion that matter now. The decision
was part of a policy package the
leadership had committed the nation
to in a sneaky fashion. But the sur-
reptitious manner in which the de-
valuation decision is now sought to
be fobbed off on the nation is dis-
gusting.

In a situation like this "inside"
knowledge of the events could leave
one more depressed than if he knew
nothing more than what the news-
papers reported.

That Sunday, the capital was agog
with the rumour that Mr Sachin
Chaudhuri has resigned on the ques-
tion of Plan size. His differences
with Mr Asoka Mehta on this issue
were well known and the story looked
plausible that afternoon. Trying to
cross-check it we zeroed in on Mr
Kamaraj's residence where he holds
his daily "durbar" with newsmen. As
usual Mr Kamraj spoke in mono-
syllables but it was obvious that the
day's activity (Mrs Gandhi had met
the Congress President twice that
day) had nothing to do with any
Cabinet crisis.

To recount the developments, on
Saturday, June 4, the Prime Minister
called Cabinet members in twos and
threes and even individually to tell
them about the impending devalution
decision: Outside the Emergency
Committee of the Cabinet, no one
knew about it until late in the day.
The plan was to confront the Cabinet
with a fait accompli because Mrs
Indira Gandhi, Mr Asoka Mehta, Mr
Subramaniam and .Mr Sachin Chau-
dhuri had already decided that the

marketeers and prdfiteers have had
much to fear from the Government's
policies and performance. Unjustified
price increases followmg devaluation,
said the Prime Minister, would be
dealt with under existing and, if
necessary, additional laws. But it is
impossible to believe that what has
not been done in the past will be
done now. If prices have risen in
the past it was not because of ausence
of laws and rules but clearly because
of the Government's failure or UIl-

willingness to apply them. Anti-social
trade practices, to which Mrs Gandhi
referred, have thrived with official
connivance, if not abetment and col-
lusion. Nothing has happened to
bring about a change of heart or
habits among corrupt traders and cor-
rupt officials.

If anything, the official machinery
will now be still more indulgent to-
wards the ways of private enterprise.
After all, the accent now is on pro-
viding greater incentive to free enter-
prise in production and distribution;
if people we.o control production and
trade stray from the straight and nar-
row path, the bpses will surely be
excusable in the name of freeing the
etonomy from restrictive measures.-
When controls are being removed or
relaxed in strategic sectors of the eco-
nomy, it is idle to expect that they
will be applied to individual operators
who seize upon the chance of quick
money in industry, trade and busi-
ness. Owners of large land hold-
ings will also have to be pampered if
food (production is to be increased
under the present system. All will
be happy except labourers in industry
and agriculture and the middle clas-
ses. If these people constitute more
than 90 per cent of the pop~lation,
it is just too bad when they suffer'
more from rising prices. Messrs Chau-
dhuri, Subramaniam and Mehta will
watch from New Delhi's control
room, whose imminent establishment
was the only concrete measure an-
nounced by Mrs Gandhi in her "per-
son to person" sermon to the nation.
~obody can have any doubt about
the kind of control to be exercised.
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Afro-Asian Reaction
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So it all depen~s on what you mean
by-pressure I And the World Bank's
office in New Delhi, which was
housed in the Reserve Bank's build-
ing on' Parliament Street, is moving
a few blocks' down, symbolically, into
Yoj'ana Bhavan where Mr Asoka
Mehta sits.

A Cabinet that came into being in
the last year of Parliament's term
could decide on devaluation and say
"To hell with the Qation." A series
of broadcasts by Cabinet Ministers
has been planned and the virtues of
devaluation are being soid to the
people. But surprisingly those roped
in for the broadcasts did not really
support the decision at the Cabinet
meeting.

Mr Asoka Mehta was to leave for
the Soviet Union on June 23. But
at the time of writing this, it looks
as though he would not go now.
The Soviet Government has a right
to know if we have a Fourth Plan at
all before we ask for aid. Aid talks,
after the ill-starred devaluation, may
have to be held at a much higher
level and Mrs Gandhi migh have to
go to Moscow. shortly to clinch Soviet
aid. If and when- Mr Kamaraj goes

inconsistency about anything he had
said. But one could not help recalling
that the first statement in Parliament
denying any intention to devalue the
rupee was made by the Planning
Minister and not by/Mr Chaudhuri.
But now, Mr Chaudhuri was defend-
ing devaluton while Mr Mehta was
nowhere around. The decision was
largely Mr Mehta's and the poor
Finance Minister was facing a barrage
of hostile questions from newsmen.
Mr Chaudhuri even misled all of us
for the moment saying that even a
socialist country like Yugoslavia
devalued on IMF's advice. Which is
not true because Yugoslavia took the
initiative for devaluation after it had
attained an impressive growth rate
and wanted to do away with a cum·
bersome system of export subsidies.
Yugoslavia sought the IMF's approval
for devaluation and there was no
advice from any quarter.

But how did the decision come Afro-Asian reaction to the step has
about? The World Bank's proposal been far from friendly and under-
is old. The Bell mission had sug- standably so. The Soviet Union and
gested a policy packages which in- the Et,lst European countries are
volved devaluation, decontrol and im- greatly, concerned at India's inability
port liberalisation. In fact, everything to stand up to American pressure.
that would freeze our growth rate in What is more, devaluation would
the name of consolidation and alter divert India's growing trade with the
our Plan priorities'to rob planning Soviet block to the Western countries.
of its basic content. When Mr Asoka The Indian economy is going to be
Mehta went to,the United States, he on the short leash because only n6n-
discussed devaluation with the Bank's project aid would be forthcoming in
President, Mr Woods. The minute of driblets and the econott!y would be
Mr Mehta's talks with Mr Woods under severe strain trying to keep it-
and Mr Mehta's report to the Cabinet self afloat. The Bell mission's report
bear this out: Mr Mehta agreed to had clearly suggested lesser depend-
the need for devaluation but wanted ence on rupee trade and devaluation
time until after the general elections. would achieve this largely. Our trade
Meantime, he would go back home structure which was showing signs of
and implement other suggestions of independence from the old pattern
the Bell report. The World Bank, on will slip back into the lfiatrice.
its part, would try to convince the I

member countries that India needed
time to devalue and that shoQld not
stand in the way of committing aid.
But soon after, Mr Woods made it
known that he had failed to convince
the countries on this point. Pressure
was worked up through Ambassdor
B. K. Nehru. Two days before the
decision, a letter from' tl).e IMF
clinched the issue. Without .devalua-
tion, it would be difficult to commit
even short-term aid ..

on devaluation and the
on which all of them were

to defend it among the
The CongressParty, the Con-

ident who was in town,
ngress Parliamentary Party,
n the Cabinet, had been

for granted. The nation was
to accept the decision as a'
decisionand not to squirm

t.
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OUTSIDER

The Respective Games
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that over again. It is now a fait
. accomPli, and no Indian ever disputes
fait accomPli, because he believes
that Fate and no human agency has
been responsible for it. I feel sure
that the same story will be repeated
in respect of lndo-American rela-
tions, but since fate has not as yet
confronted us with a fait accomPli,
I feel· I might represent the situation
as it is, just to save my conscience, if
for nothing else.

The game of Indo-American rela-
tionship is a game of double-crossing
on the model of the relations between
the E~st India Company (British)
and MIr ] afar. ] ames Mill describes

• the ineluctable factor in them as well
as the attitudes of the two sides. Let
me quote him:

"A defective treasury is the grand
and perennial source of the diffi-
culties which beset the sovereigns
of India. This evil pressed with
peculiar weight upon Meer ]affier."
To get the English on his side and

to win over the, adherents of Siraj-ud-
daula, he had made promises which
he was unable to fulfil. But, as
Mill goes on to say:

"In making promises, with a view
to the attainment of any great and
attractive object, an Indian sove-
reign seldom intends to perform
any more, than just as much as
he may find it unavoidable to per-
form, and counts, in general, too,
with a well-grounded certainty,
upon evading a considerable pa~t
at least of that for which he had
engaged."
Mir ]afar was therefore not grate-

ful to the English for supporting him.
To quote Mill again:

"To Meer ]affier the steadiness
with which the English adhered
to the original stipulations appear-
ed, for a time, the artifice merely
of cunning men, who protract an
accommodation for the purpose of
rendering it more advantageous.
Private bribes to defeat public ends,
in Oriental politics, an engine sel-
dom worked in vain, were applied
with some perserveranre. When
he lfound the rigid fulfilment of
the vast engagements to the English,

NOW

taken to stabilize it, and by 1898 the
rate which remained the standard for
a long time came to be firmly estab-
lished. That was Is. 4d. to the rupee.
It should be added that the Indian
National Congress and Indian econo-
mists obj'ected to this rate strongly.
After the war came a short period in
which the rupee became equal to 2s.
Then the rate was finally fixed at Is.
6d. odd.

The question which arises out of
this bare enumeration of the histori·
cal facts is that if devaluation is going
to confer such benefits on India as
are being claimed for it, why was it
not brought into effect immediately
after independence, or at least before
there was a suggestion of pressure
from foreign interests? Any step
gains in acceptability by being taken
in good time, before suspicions arise
that compulsion is at work. Then
there remains nothing except to make
a virtue of necessity, which (as every-
body knows) is the greatest failing
of the Indian character in private as
well as public life.

That in its turn is due to the fact
we are never strong enough to recog-
nize any difficulty for what it is, to
take adequate steps to remove it, or
to yield with dignity to the inevitable.
Devaluation has only demonstrated

be worreid about the Prime Minister's
contest in 1967. But - there is little
concern anywhere for what would
happen to the counrty, say in the next
five years. The failure of the Oppo·
sition parties to turn the devaluation
challenge into a political struggle is
indeed tragic. All that the Right
CPI leadership could demand from
the distance of Hyderabad was an
emergency session of Parliament!
What kind of parliamentarians even
Communists are turning into in this
country!

this month·end, he will
o a lot of explaining to the
der.

all the anger and excitement,
tal is slipping back into yet
languid stupor. Mr Patil
worriedabout the five mil·
the Congress has to write
Indira Gandhi might be

about surviving the crucial
e theelections. Mr Morarji

and the new Atulya Ghosh-
Reddy.patil compact might

not qualified to comment on
theeconomicaspect of the deva-

of the rupee. But I -have
a student of history long
to be able to place it in the

proe nowbeing played between
nt Indian regime and the

n Government. I always call
tablishmentswhich look after
canpolitical, economic and mi-
interestsin this country the
on East India Company (com-

to tbe British East India
y before the grant of the

'), and the game played by it
very different from the old
game,while the Indian game
much like that played by Mir
Beforedealing with the reci-
mo\'esI should like, however,
a few historical facts about

lationship between the rupee
e £:

1873 the value of the rupee
ble over a fairly long period,

t was seldom less than 2 shil·
In that year owing to the
in the French and German

cy the value of silver in re-
to gold began to alter, and
ue of the rupee also began to
teo In 1892it sank to Is. 3d.,
wasfeared that it might even
wn to Is. Then steps were
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still pre-emptorily and urgently
claimed, he was not only surprised
but exasperated; and began to
hope, that some favourable event
would deliver him from such obsti-
nate and troublesome associates."
Though perfectly aware of his dup-

licity, the English still had to stand
,behind Mir Jafar until he himself
made it impossible to do so through
his own incomptence. There were
many who plotted for removing him
soon after his accession, but they
were always held back from any de-
cisive action by the fear of his English
friends. I
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ment of India felt no hesitation in
saying that Jthe number of illiterates
in the country then was much more
than what it was before independ.
ence. We in India have profound
faith in bamboozling Uncle Sam.
Yet perhaps, why perhaps--certainly,
we shall be the·losers in the long run,
The United States can afford to give
a very long rope, but it also can,
whenever it chooses, throw the heavy
sword into the scales and cry out-;-
Vae Victisl ! (Woe to the vanqui.
shedl). Then Heaven protect th
clever weaklings against the stupid
strong I

One day last autumn, Mr Sh
had come to Calcutta to addre
mammoth· gathering to celebrate
aud the nation's great 'victory'
Pakistan. Wh~re the latter coun
is concerned, it is easy to rouse
frenzy. That day, there was ad
tion all around, cheers all the
for the little man who was the ar
tect of our so-called triumph over
kistan. Today nothing remains of
triumph. Following Tashkent
wisely-we have given back
Pakistan whatever chunks of t
territory we had been holding.
impasse over Kashmir remains.
it was. All that has materially
ed-I am not counting in
Pakistani losses, they are irrel
in the present context-is that
August warfare came as a godse
the Western nations and the W
Bank in their own private feud

Class and Third Class awards, su
as Subhas Babu or Sardar Patel-h
contributed towards the achieveme
of this nation's independence. I
contrast, the consequence of
Shastri's twenty months in office
the present prostrate nature of
nation's economy and polity, and
unofficial American takeover.

On April 24, 1963, Mr Bowles
made a speech in the United States
claiming success for the policy of
foreign aid, and among the statistics
of progress in India which he cited
in support of his argument was the
following: that in a country that was
only 10% literate fifteen years ago,
60% of all childrn under twelve now
went to school. The rulers of India
reckoned .so confidently on the gulli-
bility (sincere or assumed) and the
capacity for special pleading of Ame-
ricans like Mr Chester Bowles that
a week later (on May 1, 1963) the
Minister of Education of the Govern-

NOW

ALL India Radio disposes, and
Lal Bahadur Shastri is to be

treated as National Hero, First Class
-hiera<:hy-wise, right where Gan-
dhiji and Mr Nehru belong. A
few days preceding the devaluation,
a public appeal was launched seeking
contributions to the Lal Bahadur
Shastri Memorial Fund. The. Nehru
.Memorial Fund has been doing rather
badly. The total realisation thus far
has been less than even a quarter of
what the expectation was. Whether
the Shastri Fund would have any
better response is something which'
can only be conjectured at this time.

But my purpose in referring to the
. Fund is to perpetrate a sacrilege.

Mr Shastri might have been a
humble man, a good man otherwise,
but I consider it an affront to the
nation that an attempt is now being
organised by interested circles--who
are always in bad need of 'totems',
and more so in an election year- to
make him a great national hero.
Paying homage to a dead Prime
Minister is perfectly in order, but one
must nonetheless retain a sense o(
proportion. It is absurd to treat
Mr Shastri on par with Mahatma
Gandhi and Mr Nehru. Gandhiji
and Mr Nehru~or the other national
heroes, recipients of AIR Second

,
.'10

"Your Idea"
In the same way, though the two

sides in the Indo-American game
know perfectly well that it is a ques-
tion of who will be trumped in the
end, they must play it fairly and
courteously to aU outward appearance.
In this game the present American
Ambassador in India is assigned the
role of doing the suaviter in modo,
but there are plenty of others to do
the fort iter in reo Otherwise, nothing
can explain his alacrity to come for-
ward with over-persuasive statements
whenever a delicate question in re-
gard to Indo-American balance of
power arises. He made such a state-
ment about the devaluation of the ru-
pee at a Press conference in Bombay,
in the course of which he is reported
to have said: 'It was entirely your
idea and your business," If it was,
why did he think it necessary to
meddle? If the question did not
arise, the answer might as well have
been suppressed.

The Government of India does,
indeed, expect this advocacy of them-
selves from him. But if he thinks
that they think over-highly of him
for performing this role, he is mis-
taken. They take his special plead-
ing for granted" and even perhaps
chuckle a little over it. I have no
means of knowing what the Govern-
ment of India might be saying about
the clean bill Mr Chester Bowles gave
to devaluation, but I can give an in-
stance of how they behaved in ano-
ther case. Here it is:
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to Pakistan, Mr Shastri did not have
the alertness of mind which could
have enabled hi~to weigh the longer-
run consequences of his action. War
is not a ainless, costless rocess; it
mstes the real resources of the
nation. Somebody, somehow has to
recoup that loss. Since the foreigners
have refused to oblige, the ordinary
people of this ~try have now to
pay u throug.h de luatIOn anClln-
flation. The hero who led us up the
Lahore path is no longer there, but
none from his hegemony would be
called upon to answer for the people's
present distress either.

tatements and broadcasts from
Union Ministers cannot curb th~ rise
in prices. The moral fabric of the
administration has been torn to
shreds, and every trader down to the
smallest vendor vaguely feels that
devaluation is something which sort
of accords an official approval to an
acros -the-board increase in prices.
Latin American countries, or Indo-
nesia for example, have gone through
worse bouts of devaluation and/or in-
flation, but these countries have one
signiffcant cushion against the rav-
ages which follow each fresh down-
ward re-valuation of the local cur-
rency. They have always had ample
food in the country, and the general
price rise therefore does not affect
the total supply of foodstuff for the
ordinary people. By and large, the
countryside remains unaffected by
the monetary holocaust, and inflation
in • these countries is essentially an
urban phenomenon.

In our case, the 'model' is qualita-
tively different. The 'import-bias' of
the economy has increased manyfold
over the last two decades, and the
countryside can scarcely be insulated
from the general price inflation which
is going to be the chain· effect 01
devaluation.

Devaluation will certainly help the

rulers in one particular way. Import-
ed books will now be extremely cost-
ly. Learning is a dangerous thing
for a regime which believes in reign-
ina through cliches a~ clap traps,
and dangerous knowledge which
could smuggle its way in through
foreign books can now be convenient-
Iv shut out. American books need
~ot suffer from the same embargo
thouo-h. There will be, following de-
valu~tion, a 58 per cent escalation in
the PL 480 rupee accretions against
the import of American wheat pro-
ducts. No doubt, the US AID will
see to it that part of these funds is
used to reprint in India cheap ed~-
tions of 'ideologically correct' Amen-
can books and journals. As the say-
ing goes, the Americans always win.
The only instance where they came
off badly that I know of happened
in Formosa, and that too in a matter
involving books and publications.
An enterprising citizen of Formosa
wanaled a U.S. AID grant for theto>
import of a priming press from the
Stat.es: The press arrived in due
course and was properly installed in
a rundown Taipeh locality under
the supervision of US AID engineers.
The proud owner of the press then
set to work at a furious pace.He chose
the titles of one hundred best-selling
textbooks in the American market,
within weeks produced thousands of
printed copies of each of them, smug-
gled them to the U.S. itself, made a
neat fortune for himself within SIX
months, and then cleared out.

.•.
/

Private fox is fast swallowing pub-
lic hen. This is a phenomenon
which was going on quietly for the
last few years, but of late has reached
a crescendo. Managers from private
industry are j'oining in droves key
positions in the public sector, includ-
ing some of the most strategic estab-
lishments. ,What is the motive, I
wonder. These people leave behind
high salary scales and lush perqui-
ites which they were enjoying in the

private industry, yet they are not
exactly of the ascetic type. Is it

II



CRITIC

Political Consequences fo Devaluation

-honourable or otherwise-have
been achieved.

nerate into a national co-ordination
of investment decisions, shorn of all
social considerations. T~e reorgani-
sation of the social order may not
survive even as a slogan.

It is, therefore, clear that, far from
being an isalated economic pheno-
menon, the devaluation of the rupee
constitutes another bout of aggression
on the financially weaker ,sections of
the community, notwithstanding the
subsidies announced on imported
foodgrail1iS, kerosene aIJ.d f~rtilizers ..
For one thing, the announcement of
these subsidies has not been able to
check the price level of any commo-
dity in the market, even if it has no
import content. Let us face it. De-
valuation is basically an inflationary
measure in an underdeveloped eco-
nomy, and inflation is an economic
weapon, generally used by the indus-
trial elite to beat the working people
into submission. This 'is true of other
countries. This is more true of
India.

Series of Failares
How aid we arrive at devaluation:

It is a futile exercise in semantics to
state that devaluation has been reo
sorted to at the behest of the World
Bank. It is not denied that the pres-
sure from the IMF hastened devalua·
tion. However, it is contended that
d~aluation has been basically brou·
ght about as a result of a series of
economic failures, all of which have
clear socio-political dimensions. These
failures can be catalogued as: rampalU
price inflation brought about by stag.
nating production and a prolifer~;in
population, galloping non-Plan ex
penditure, both in the States and the
Centre, and an indiscriminate use
deficit-financing for economic de\"
lopment rather than saving throu
reduced consumption.

Similarly, bureaucratic planni
coupled with bureaucratic cont
of large projects did not allow aceI'
of sizable profits for further inv
ment. Indiscriminate borrowi
from foreign countries were resort
to, rel.sl..\lting in huge debts, wh
repayment has already become a b
problem.

JUNE 17, I
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There was a time, say thirty or
forty years ago, when a testimonial
in support of a person's abilities and
character invariably used to include
the accolade that he or, she 'hails
from a very respectable family' of
Barisal or Dacca or Chittagong, as
the case may be. Times change, and
last week I came across a letter of
recommendation which stated that
the gentleman concerned 'came from
a well-known Hyderabad family and
was well liked by the Americans in
his firm'. Amen.

series of economic surrenders are go-
ing to be a clamping down of
all wage claims in the name of finan ..
cial discipline and keeping the cost
of industrial production down, and
a lowering of corporate taxation,
ostensibly to help larger capital for-
mation in India. With all these
measures completed within the next
twelve months, some before the elec-
tions and some after, our freedom of
economic action would almost vanish.

What would be the result? First,
the crisis of unemployment would be
intensified. The purchasing power of
the lower strata of the people and of
the middle classes would be lowered,
and strangulation over their lives- in-
creased, thus precipitating social de-
gradation, anarchic ideas, a nihilistic
outlo<* and a general lack of faith
in progress through democratic means.
In the absence of a united and power-
ful Left, this would be a sure breed-
ing ground for fascist tendencies. "

Secondly, whatever little social
control there is today over economic
development in the grandiose name
of forging a 50cialistic pattern of
society, would pass on to the indus-
trial elite. Economic planning would
become meaningless, and may dege-

then the power and glory, the allure
of being near the centre of 'power
which draws them to Government
establishments? Is it a shift in ideo-
logy in the late summer of their
career? Or is it part of a well-laid
conspiracy to subvert the public sec-
tor from within? What I find parti-
cularly reprehensible is the Govern-
ment's willingness to welcoIQe people
from concerns owned and controlled
by foreign interests into such sensitive
sectors as oil refining and distribu-
tion. When they join Govern"mem
enterprises, many of these individuals
are not even required to sever their
links with the foreign firms. They sim-
ply come on leave, and retain their
right to go back after their objectives

MUCH has been written about
the economic consequences of

devaluation of the Indian rupee.
But 111 this babble of a post-
mortem debate, the socio-political
comequeQces of this almost suicidal
measure seem to ~lVe been forgotten.
Even those political leaders, who are
on the Left and whose job it is to
safeguard the interests and living
standards of the working people,
seem to regard devaluation purely as
an economic step resorted to at the
dictates of international financiers.
But in political terms the decision to
devalue the rupee represents much
more than that.

For a proper appreciation of the
reasons for and the consequences of
denJuation, the first point is that it
should not be seen in isolation.
Shorn of the verbiage attendant to
Mr Sachin Chaudhuri's announce-
ment, it is the second major policy
decision to gradually hand over the
power of economic deci"sion to the
gnomes of big business and industry,
both Indian and foreign. The first
was the decontrol of cement and fer-
tilizers and the price holiday allowed
to new investors in these industries.
The next two resultant steps in this

12
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failures apparently seem
economic but their bases are
and political. Abdication /Of
I work among the masses and
'ng reliance on the bureaucracy,
drawn from the higher middle
and naturally looking after

own interests, to forge new
and to carry out policy

s of the ruling Congress Party,
been at the root of the economic
del', a process that started in
ehru's life-time and which is
carried forward by the regime
Gandhi. Lip service to socia-

today has become the fig-leaf to
the vulgarities of Congress poli-
Broken links with the masses
led to a lack of confidence in
and in their capacity to respond

political exhortations and demo-
tisation of the social order.
o wonder that much-needed agri-

tural reforms,-which would have
to higher agricultural productivity

pursued politically, were shunned
fnour of building a rural order

on rich peasants, local bureau-
and former zemindars and

eylenders. Naturally, as the rural
rking people were not freed from

shackles, agricultural production
not increase according to the
nd of the economy. Exporta-

surpluses began to dwindle. The
pulation began to swell in proverty.
ce large-scalepropaganda in favour
family, planning meant political

in the field, it was shunned till
problem as umed alarming pro-

tion, Even now a vehement em-
is i not being placed on it for
of losing Yotes. It is still a

reaucratic exercise rather than a
litical one.
Thi growing reliance on the bu-
ucracy has led to its proliferation
d larger emoluments for it.
i not accidental that non-Plan

penditure has grown out of all
rtions to the normal increases

revenue.

second political failure of the
'ng Congress Party has been in the
d of curbing conspicuous consump-

NOW

tion, As economic development began
in a big way, ,new additions to
the upper middle classes also took
place. It was this class, with an in-
creasing amount of paper money in
its hands, that began to push up prices
and total consumption. Thrift and
savings were not its hallmark as it
had been imbued with status symbols,
acquisition of gadgets and the spirit
of keeping up with the Joneses .. No
serious attempts were made to con-
tain consumption by a class that could
have saved large amounts of money.
and by a system of thrift could have
set an example of consumption-dis-
cipline in the country, leading to
financing of new investments through
savings instead of deficit-financing or
just printing of currency notes in the
security press at Poona. Congress
Ministers were and are at the apex
of this consumption-prone class in
India today, despite their show of
Khadi and vegetarianism.

A third failure was in the area of
economic planning and the control
of large-scale public sector projects.
Both were gradually handed over to
the bureaucracy. No grassroots orga-
nisation was established to give eco-
nomic planning a democratic chara,c-
tel', something .in which people could
participate with enthusiasm; plan-
ning departments in the States did
not exist till the end of the Second
Plan.

In its earlier phases, economic plan-
ning was conceived as a system
through which priorities of economic
development could be fixed with a
view to increasing social control of
economic growth, and gradually
changing the alignment of social clas-
ses and groups. The working people
could then have a clear direction over
economic development so that they
could build a tension-free and a strife-
free society. This meant that econo-
mic planning had to be a democra-
tic exercise with the widest participa-
tion of the masses at each level.

Since the ruling Congress Party
handed ()ver economic planning to
the bureaucracy, the bureaucracy. in
its turn, reduced it to an operation
like the maintenance of law and order,
a type of development that meant

that no wide or meaningful discussions
could take place even amongst non-
Government specialists over the broad
strategy of development. and on tar-
gets fixed for different commodities
and products. In implementation,
these Plans were still less democratic.
The ruling Congress Party dare not
let its even eroded political machine
be used for popularising the Plan and
generating popular enthusiasm for its
fulfilment, The Indian bureaucracy
was fully aware that popular partici-
pation would curb its own power,
and perhaps, its privileges too. It
could not allow any thing of the sort.
It is a basic tenet of political science
that no group sheds political power
on its own accord; it clings to it with
all the tenacity at its command, The
Indian ;bureaucracy exactly did the
same.

In fact, it went further. It gradu-
ally arrogated to itself the power con-
ferred by the higher management of
large industrial enterprises without
taking the responsibility for failures.
It was only when the technocrats be-
gan to shout that wme of this power
was shed by the bureaucracy. Even
so, bureaucratic hold over the public
sector is still of strangulating propor-
tions. Only spectacular failures have
tended to curb this power.

Thus, we see that all along the line
political failures remain at the root
of economic failures, of which the
htest manifestation is devaluation.
It has been seen that in Latin Ameri-
can countries, in Indonesia, and in
Kuomintang China, one devaluation
led to another because of economic
failures born out of political weak-
nesses. If preventive political mea-
sures are not taken in advance, repe-
tition of a similar phenomenon in
India may not be very distant.

Anarchy will increase in the mea-
sure price levels nemain unchecked
and devaluation of the currency be-
comes a habit to get out of temporary
financial difficultit'is. In that sense,
devaluation becomes a defeatist exer·
cise resorted to ou t of fear and failure
to grapple with the basic problems
of the political economy of an under-
developed country.

We are already witnessing the fact





ROBl CHAKRAVORTI

Up,uttered Words

Three Forees

In the Vietnamese situation,' thus,
three forces are at play apart
from the Vietcong: the Bud-
dhists as a new, powerful nationalist
force which favors a negotiated peace
that would follow a free election; Ky,
whom the Buddhists call an Ameri-
can puppet (Senator Wayne Morse
also used the same term recently)
and whose ambition is to cash in on
American support and professional
anti-Communism to retain power;
and the American military establish-
ment. Although the U.S. Adminis-
tration officially has adopted a hands-
off policy, Shaplen reports: "The
Americans, believing in an orderly
but necessarily swift transition to
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U.S. Government supporting him
want to pull the teeth out of the Bud-
dhist resistance. Before the Buddhist
resistance to the Ky regime had
gathered momentum, there were
spurts of speculation in sections
of the American Press on the
attitude of Thich Tri Quang, and
the reports contained an element
of uncertainty abou~ his views
on the wax and his attitude to-
wards the Americans.

There is no doubt that on these
two points Quang has great reserva-
tions. He is not Communist, nor is
he, to use his lieutenant Hanh's term,
";1 paid American propagandist."
He looks like a Vietnamese national-
ist, who is tired of the war, sees Ky
as an American puppet, and hopes an
end to the war through elections and
negotiated peace. Obviously, Ky does
not like this, and as Robert Shaplen
of the New YOTker, one of the shrew-
dest American observers of the Viet-
nam war, recently wrote, Ky secretly
envisioned for himself and perhaps
for some members of his Directory a
rol not unlike that assumed by
Ching Hee Park, the President of
Korea and his mentor, Kim Jong Pil,
who together, following their success-
ful coup in 1961, ran the revolution-
ary government in Korea for a year
and a half before they permitted elec-
tions which merely "legitimized" their
rule.

luation clearly helps to Increase the
power of this dJigarch y and weaken
that of the masses in general. This
weakening is more real than apparent.
All the same' it is there. Decontrol,
devaluation and the resultant decep-
tion could constitute clear milestones
on the road to dictatorship of the
elite. The change-over could be
apparently quite peaceful!

NOW

Buddhists in the current struggle for
power in the war-torn land.

Buddhists, Hanh wrote, risk their
lives if they protest, against the war.
"I risk my life publishing these poem.
Other ~uddhists who have protested
have been arrested aQd exiled, and
now they are being killed in Da Nang.
It was because of this great risk that
the Buddhists who detnonstrated this
spring were reluctant to advocate
openl y an end to the war through
negotiations; instead they called for
elections and democracy. We have
been placed in an impossible dilem-
ma. If we openly call for peace, we
are identified with the Communists
and the Government will try to sup-
press us. If we criticize the Commu-
nists, we find ourselves allied with
those Vietnamese who have been the
paid propagandists of the Americans
for years and whose words against
Communism are soiled and discredit-
ed because they have been paid to say
them. To be honorably anti;Commu-
nist has been to remain silent, and
being silent, we have been called in-
nocent of the dahgers of Communism;
but we are not."

This indicates not only the tragic
dilemma of the Buddhists who
are caught in the, middle, but
also 'the clue, why Ky (who was
recentl¥. pictured in, the Life
magazine sipping bourbon whiskey
f3Ym a paper cup as his troops at-
tacked a Da Nang pagoda) and the

America

despite three general elections
the impending fourth one, the
e voter in India possesses less

lineal power today than in 1947.
the measure ecoJilOmicpower passes

to the hands of an industrial oli-
thy, his political power will be
ed still further, even if he conti-
to trek to a ballot box and put

aossed piece of paper in it. Deva-

They woke me this morning
To tell me my brother has been

killed in battle.
Yet in the garden, uncurling moist

petals,
A new rose blooms on the bush.
And I am alive, can still breathe

the fragrance of roses and dung.
Eat, pray and sleep.
But when can I break my long

silence?
hen can I speak the unuttered
words that are choking me.
HE writer of this poem is a young

Buddhist monk, now in the
. pleading, it seems ineffectually,

r withdrawal of American support
&om Ky. I saw him in a television
IDterview, an intense face, sunken,
JOmewhatsaddened eyes. He told the
Interviewer that "Ky is not in the

t of the Vietnamese people" and
that although Americans are keeping
p an air of neutrality in the "civil
ar within the civil war" in South
ietnam, it is after all American-
pplied gasoline which he is using to

move troops to Da Nang and Hue.
The Buddhist poet, Thich Nhat
nh, who published the above poem

irh two others in a New Yqrk liter-
magazine also added a short note
them which shows the terrible,'
nising dilemma in which the Bud-

'SIS in South Vietnam are caught.
prose, he uttered the unuttered
ds of the poem~and these give a
to the American distrust of the



civilian rule, are said to have sug-
gested to Ky in mid-April that he be
firm and take the risk of seizing Da
Nang by force and imposing econo-
mic blockade on Hue." This is exact-
ly what Ky did.

In the kind of struggle that is go-
ing on in Vietnam, it is difficult to
produce evidence for any theory. But
it seems to me that there has been a
definitive reversal of the American
position sometime between the early
troubles in Da Nang in April and
the recent shootings. In the early
stages of the Buddhist revolt, there
was speculation that the Buddhists
might emerge as a strong, nationalis-
tic base for a non-Communist South
Vietnam and therefore, they deserved
support. Possibly-I am in the
realm of speculation again-probes
into the attitudes of Buddhist leaders
were meanwhile made in terms of
American interest as defined by the
present U.S. Administration. The
American position hardened, and it
was decided to support Ky, although
officially America is making a pre:
tence of non-involvement in "the
other civil war". An indirect sign of
the hardening of the American posi-
tion is the story of escalated mili-
tary preparation in Thailand where,
NBC recently reported, what promi-
ses to be the largest airbase in Asia
as a nucleus of the largest American
military establishment is under way.

The game in Vietnam wa~ difficult
to unravel in the beginning. Everyone
thought the Buddhist revolt was just
one of those patterns of revolving-
door politics in South Vietnam. Now,
it seems, the rift is more ideologically
serious than it was thought earlier.
Ky wants the election as a ruse ..to re-
main in power and so long as he is
in power, he has a vested interest
against negotiated peace; Buddhists
want election as an indirect route'
to a negotiated peace, for the
advocacy of a negotiated settle- -
ment is a criminal offence in
South -Vietnam (a decree law of
1965 makes a crime of "all moves
which weaken the national anti-
Communist effort and are harm-
ful to the anti-Communist struggle of

COMMENTATOR

Bolt From Chaudhuri

Men cannot be our enemieS-even
men called "Vietcong" I

If we kill men, what brothers will
we hav~ left?

With whom shall we live then?

them. This was movingly expressed
by Hanh in another of his poems pub-
lished in the prestigious New York
Review of Books.

I feel I am like a bird which dies
for the sake of its mate

Dripping blood from its broken
beak, and crying out:

Beware I Turn around to face your
real enemies--

Ambition, violence, hatred, greed.

Reference has been made by some
paper~ to the complete secrecy that
surrounded the parleys leading to the
decision. There were indications that
some important policy decision was i1\
the offing. The postponement of Mr
Subramaniam's visit to the Soviet
Union, the Prime Minister's direction
to all Cabinet Ministers to be in New
Delhi to attend the Cabinet meeting
of June 5, the sudden cancellation of
Mrs Gandhi's person-to-persGn broad·
cast, all these were significant pointers
not wholly lost on correspondents;
Most of them, however, thought th
preparations were for a decision over
the division of Punjab. There were
some alternative guesses too, but non
was even remotely related to the 3()O

tual decision taken. Naturally, t
papers were caught unprepared. Th
Statesman was alone to come 0

with an editorial along with t
news. The only other paper wl1i
carried some comment on the day
devaluation was The Indian Expr
which published on the front page
dispatch by its financial editor.
regular editorial was published
next day, but the tone had alrea
been set. All other papers were 1
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the people and the armed forces. All
plots and actions under the false
name of peace and neutrwlity .. " The
U.S. Administration, pretending in-
nocence, has all along been in favor
of Ky.

Meanwhile, Tri Quang has warned
through The New Yorker's Shaplen
that if conditions of an election are
not met, "not only will the Central
Government be opposed by the Viet-
namese people, but the Americans
too will be opposed, in the same way
the French were". Behind this warn-
ing and the political actions of the
Buddhists must also be seen the tra-
gic, humanistic agony that torments

/

LAST week's lament over the onset
. of the silly season was hasty.

The announcement of the Govern-
ment's decision to devalue the rupee
more than made up for the leanness
of the weeks preceding, and it is likely
some mor days must. elapse before
the controversy over the decision
wanes. Perhaps the Government did
not want to announce the decision
when Pafliament was in session, and
it is hoping that by the time Parlia-
ment meets next month much of the
shock and anger will have been dis-
sipated. There can be few other ex-
planations of the repeated official
denial in Parliament. of any move to
devalue the rupee when the Gover-
nor of the Reserve Bank has admitt-
ed that the matter was under
consideration for about eighteen
months. Another explanation of the
official statements in Parliament can
be that the Government has been
forced into a precipitate decision by
some kind of ultimatum by tfie World
Bank and the International Monetary
Fund. This has been denied by the
Union Finance Mmister, but few
papers appear to believe him and re-
ports to the contrary persist.
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a result of the In¢lo-Pakistan conflict
and the suspension of foreign aid, and
had come forward to see the country
through the Fourth Plan on the as-
surance that massive increases in agri-
cultural and industrial production in
the next few years 'would correct the
distortions produced by the lapses in
previou's' years and impart a certain
measure of stability to the price level.
The paper says unless there is a real
break from the past in many respects,
including controls and taxes, the
country may have more trouble to
face in the future.

The Statesman is about the only
paper which believes that the decision
to devalue the rupee is the Govern-
ment's own. It does not deny that
the devaluation decision is linked one
way or another to aid. "But to look
upon it as an instance of arm-twisting
by ~he aid-givers is to lose sight of the
realities of the Indian situation". A
change in parity might, have had to
be made a good deal earlier but for
the emergency assistance provided by
the International Monetary Fund in
February 1965 and again this year.
Since the decline has by no means
been arrested, it was hardly possible
to maintain any longer that India's
problem was temporary and not struc-
tural. Having completed this process
of cleaning-up, India can no~ count
upon further help from the I.M.F. to
tide over the difficult transition period
that lies ahead. The courage of the
Government in grasping the nettle is
sure to win admiration; devaluation
is a difficult decision to take at any
time but especially so nine months
ahead of a general election.

·:·'--'("-'(~~""'(~~~6I Please read & write for

argument that seeks to m1l11mlSeby
saying that in strict logic who.11yin·
digenously _produce~ articles should
not cost more is, "extraordinarily
naive" since it ignores, among other
things, the impact of the new policy
on 'internal money ,generation.

"Betrayal"

To Pa'tri-ot the devaluation of the
rupee appears as an admission by
the Government that, it has lost eco-
nomic independence almost com-
,pletely. Mr Chaudhuri could have
earned for the Government a reputa-
tion for honesty if, instead of fumbl-
ing with unconvincing arguments
that no one takes seriously, he had
said that India had to devalue the '
ru.pee because the World Bank on
whose mercy the size of the Fourth
Plan depends had ordered it to do so.
The people, would not have minded
devaluation if they were sure that
through it the Government would

,achieve a position of independence.
They are opposed to it because they
see in it the first step towards the
total destruction of the complex' of
policies that had been built up during
the last eighteen years. In the Indian
situation devaluation is not a minor
economic measure. In the context of
the nationally accepted policies, it is
an "act of betrayal", and those res-
ponsible will not es~ape the people's
sovereign judgment.

The Hindu says that while it would
be absurd to argue; however unpleas-
ant devaluation may be, that it is
not a measure that has been taken on
account of the inherent factors affect-
ing the rupee's external value, It
cannot be denied that the ex-
tremely knotty problem of secur-
ing foreign aid of the dimensions
required has compelled the Govern·
ment to pay _..more attention to
the advice of, the WorId Bank
and the International Monetary Fund
than it would have otherwise done.
H is just possible that devaluation
could have been avoided if the Aid
India Consortium had taken a more
sympathetic and understanding view
of. the- Indian situation, which had
taken an extremely difficult turn as .::..--.--.----.:.

ty-£ourhours.
t all major papers have

'oned the wisdom of devalua-
but perhaps none so vehemently

he Indian Express which says the
n Finance Minister is grievously

ng in representing devaluation as
edy of any kind, temporary or

anent. It is something that can
accentuatethe present ills. The

k truth is that devaluation will
e lhe country from bad to worse
the slippery path. The import
will rise, and so will the rupee
of past foreign debts while ex-
earningswill diminish. Ignoring

officialstatements to the contr~ry
papersaysultimately the money-
er has dictated his terms. .The

orld Bank and the International
etaryFund, which had been send·
teamsof "so.-calledexperts" to this
ntry to assess its requirements
potentialitieshave both been in-

need by the reports of their
rls, and have in turn influenced
aid-giving countries Hke the

iltd States. .In the final analysis,
i the voice of a few individuals
t hasprevailed. The Government
Indiahad obviously no alternative -

to agree to devaluation. The
ern countries will now give aid,
gh this will come largely from
gains accruing to them from

aluationof the Indian rupee.
In purely technical terms, The
dustan Times thinks, the poim
dlesslyarguable whether the con-

uentialincrease in export earnings
avings by import substitution

ld, between themselves, bring
ut a more satisfactory equilibrium
payments. Considering the struc-

of India's 'exports and imports,
expectationsin this regard may,

themselves,be too sanguine. Des-
bing devaluation as an "act of

•. the paper concedes, however,
t if this necessaryfundamental cor-
'on is followedby a series of relat-

policiesthe economy may engender
measureof dynamism" which may

pull the country out of its
nt stagnation. At the same time
paper cautions tqat the pressure
prices within the economy will
'nly be great. The kind of

hen?
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Amenities for employees
were improved: a new
plllying field and sports
pavilion were opened at
the Dunlop Sahaganj
factory in West Ben&al.

/

The plant for making
industrlal vee belts was
also modernised and
expanded to meet the
increasing demand for
"Max,rate" Vee Belli.

Direct and Indirect exports of
Dunlop totalled Rs. 1.2 crores
_ 50% higher than tM
previous year'~ fig,IICe.

Much greater use was made
of local raw material and
imp,orts accounted for only
11'Yoof' total raw material
purchases compared with
11% In 1964.

Additional equipment for
truck tyre manufacture, the
most modern In the country,
was t"stalled at the Dunlop
factory in Ambattur.
Madras.

,

With the modernisation of the
aero tvre plant Dunlop are

now able to equ ip a II types of
aircraft operating in India.

Purlng the year Dunlop
pioneered the manufacture

of fire resistant PVC
conveyor belting for .use in

underground coal mines,

DUNIIGP
LEADS THE WAY

DUN£OP
ACH'~VEMENTS

Addressing the 40th Annual
Cieneral Meeting' of Dunlop,

India, In April 1966,
Mr. Cecil Stack, Managing
Director, referred to record

sales In 1965 despite raw
material difficulties.

Extra large Off. the-Road Tyres
were made by Dunlop-another

'first'in India-replacing
Imported tyres used on heavy
ellfthmoving machines. Each
tyre stands over six feet high

and wei&hs nearly half a tonne.
I



official announcement of the
of Mr Peng Chen from the

of l'irst Secretary of the Peking
unist Party has prompted some

to speculate in editorial
. The Times of India says

purge gives poignant expression
e fears of the present leaders, now

their seventies, that their succes-
may lack their ideological fer-
• Their thinking is still condi-

by their experience of the
March. For them to admit the
acy of technology would be a
ion of China's inferiority for
they cannot claim that it can
up with the two super Powers
ncar future. That is why they
that technology is not so deci-

as "proletarian-mindedness". In
. g the so-called revisionist ideas
are in fact battling against the
. These ideas are not the chil-

of the brains of Mr Khrushchev
his successors. They are the
t product of a certain stage of
omic and social development in

'et history. The present leader-
may succeed in clamping Maoist
ogy on the country but this will
me increasingly irrelevant as
na becomes more and more in-
trialised and has an abundance of
goods which it sorely lacks to-day.

It seems clear enough to The
esman .that some cracks have
ared on the ideological mono-
and the intensity of the cam-

against those suspected to be
nsible for· these fissures is a
ure of the concern felt in the
est party circles. The paper is
ble to fit Mr Peng's dismissal in-
the ideological pattern of a power

Ie. for he is believed to have
a protege of President Liu
hi, who in turn is said to be a
.of Mr Chou En-Iai, and it is
like Mr Chou and Mr Chen Yi
have been associated with a rela-

y pragmatic line. The paper
it still more difficult to predict

effectsof these developments on
's relations with the world out-
It does not agree with the view

China may now be tempted to

:Wow
launch another attack on India. r
Reported troop concentrations along
the border may lend some credibility
to this view, but it is difficult to see
how such a venture would help the
Chinese leaders to settle or suspend
their internal disputes. There is
little unambiguous evidence of imme-
diate Chinese designs on India.

According to The Hindustan Times~
civilian ideological leaders are the
principal target of attack. There-
fore, Premier Chou En-Iai and Presi-
dent Liu Shao-chi are both faced with
demotion or other forms of punish-
ment. On' the other hand, the ex-
ponents of orthodoxy are military
men like Lin Piao and Chen Yi, the
Foreign Minister. The paper believes
that the ideological schism in the
party is in a sense the product of the
double-edged policy of the United
States towards ,China. If this read-
ing is correct, the extent and inten-
sity of the purge will depend on
American moves in South Vietnam
and elsewhere in the next few weeks.
If the military situation deteriorates,
the Chinese "hawks" will continue
with the process of weeding out the
"doves". IBut if the Warsaw iIDeet-
ings between the U.S. and Chinese
ambassadors stationed there bear any
fruit, the "doves" might fight back.

Sunil Das' s Drawings
By AN ART CRITIC

FOR Sunil Das, the flowing mane
and the firm loins of a horse.

were once aesthetically more interest-
ing than the soft curves of a nude.
He made a place for himself at a
very early age in Calcutta's art world
with his brilliant paintings of horses
some years ago .

Sunil Das later made excursions
into the world of non-representa-
tional forms and only a few months
ago Calcutta's Chemould Gallery had
on view a number of his oil paint-
ings, almost all done in the abstract
vein. Frankly speaking, they seemed
to lack the powerful sweep of his ear-
lier paintings of horses and I felt

HELP NATION TIDE OVER
FOOD CRISIS

Avoid loss and damage to food-
grains and lessen dependence on

imports.

Avail of scientific storage facilities
offered at Central Warehouses
established all over the country
for preservation of foodgrains,

spices, fertilizers, textiles, etc.

Avail of credit facilities at cheaper
rates of interest from banks on
pledge of warehouse receipts

issued by Central Warehouses.

Avail of this golden opportunity.

Central Warehousing
Corporation

G-lO, New Delhi South Extn.,
Part II,

New Delhi-16



that the abstract style was not exactly
his strong point. I was happy, there-
fore, to find him returning to the
animal world in the latest series of
his drawings of Spain exhibited at
the Priyadarshini Gallery.

There is perhaps no· more hand-
some animal of the bovine species
than a Spanish fighting bull. He is
the hero of Sunil Das's drawings.
Now charging with his fine horns cur-
ving upwards, now ready for a bounce
with the great crest of muscle on his
neck swollen tight or in his death
throes, his strength seeming to stran-
gle him, the bull in the drawings al-
most assumes the character of a de-
fiant hero of a tragedy with the
matador as his Destiny. As I gazed·
at one o[ the drawings, the matador
indeed seemed to come out from it
as the inevitable power that fore-
ordains. Holding the bull with his
cape and turning him smoothly and
suavely, he dominated the bull by

. making him realize that he was un-
attainable.

More than the horse perhaps, the
bull appears to offer Sunil Das a
variety of forms. He gains in appear-
ance by his rank shaggy coat of hair,
long, spreading gracefully turned
horns, round loins and hardy, mus-
cular and defiant gait.

Meanwhile, Priyadarshini, where
the exhibition is being held, is grow-
ing prettier day by day. A show-
window devoted exclusively to the
gallery and a raised platform with a
few works of handicraft on view have
served to brighten up the way lead· .
ing t,? the gallery.

Letters

Left Unity
Regarding your comment on

unity of the Left aune 10), it is
untrue to say or even suggest that the
Left CPI or its so-called 'extremist
fringe' (Calcutta Diary, June 10)
does not want unity. We want unity
for a great purpose but do not, like
some people of limited intelligence,
want to stir everything up together
in the name of unity, into one non-

descript brew which, the moment it
is left to settle down, throws up the
differences again in much more acute
opposition. Take for example, Dr
Prafulla Ghosh's plea. for free trade
with which not one of the Left
parties inside the ULF could agree.

We want left unity to end the
capitalist-landlord government of the
Congress. But the unity will be self-
defeating if we are to unite with
forces which foster and spread illu-
sions about, and in many cases colla-
borate with, the Congress whom we
want to dislodge. The Right CPI are
a difficult lot. Inside the ULF they
spoke against 'adventurism' and plead-
ed for caution and sobriety but outside
the ULF they united with the Forward
Bloc and the PSP who opposed
those things and called Jyoti Basu a
traitor. Their paper, Patriot, of New
Delhi, went even so far as to report
that America and China were supply-
ing arms from East Pakistan to food-
movement fighters .

To fight the Congress effectively,
one must fight the right CPI. This,
however, should not mean that we

.cannot and should not unite with
them on specific issues.

ARUN MAZUMDER
Calcutta

Mr Samirgati Ray in his letter
(10 June) has rightly stated that Mr
Ajoy Mukherjee also bears responsi-
bility for the corruption and nepotism
of the Congress Government in which
he held a place of honour for a very
long period.

But Mr Ray's argument that no
leftist party as a matter of principle
should support BangIa Congress un-
less Mr M.ukherjee severs all connec-
tions with the Congress and joins
some leftist party, may be ruled out
in view of the present demand of the
suffering and frustrated people of
West Bengal that an alternative Gov-
ernment be formed in West Bengal
to end the misrule of the present Con-
gress Government. Their hopes
should not under any circumstances
be shattered by divisions in a united
left alliance.

AMIY-A KUMAR MITRA

Calcutta

Revolution

Mr Nirad C. Chaudhuri in his arti-
cle, "Can there be an Indian Revo-
lution?" (May 6 and 13) has ex-
pressed his "deep scepticism about
the possibility of a revolution in In-
dia" after an analysis of the "positive
forces behind a revolution" and. these
are "genetic, social and ideo ogical".
He has concluded that these positive
forces "were all present in all pre-
vious revolutions and they are all
absent in India today".

But in the same article Mr Chau-
dhuri has not [ailed to notice that
"what the trans[er of power has done,
we are seeing too easily .... It has
created what I call a Brown Colo-
nialism of about half-a-million people
who are exploiting the rest of the
490 millions". What is the present
condition of this 'brown colonialism'?
The political sway which the ruling
class exercised over the minds of the
Indian people is disintegrating so fast
that the ruling class is now taking
shelter under the protective wings of
foreign capital and there is a near·
complete 'fusion' of home and foreign
capital and corresponding political
alliances too. This has gone so far
that the home bourgeoisie are forced
to devalue the rupee under foreign
dictation. In spite of this alliance;
however, the ruling class is bei
forced to retreat before every demand
of the people (Pun jabi Suba, ·release
political prisoners, general strikes .
W. Bengal) . But this retreat is ball
to be of a temporary nature and c
not save the situation, because
gap that divides the ruling class
the people is widening every d
There is growing toncentration
wealth on the one pole and
poverty and starvation on t~e 0

The number of landless peasants
increasing every year; famine, w .
was something unknown ev~n
other day, is not an isolated ph
menon now; in the cities there
growing unemployment. The cos
living is rising steadily. So a I
sector of the urban population,
cluding the middle classes, is fa
pauperisation and total disint
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tory of the land" which -is what Mr
Roy has avoided doing.

He says, we are not Germans with
a capacity for disciplined organisation,
nor Vietnamese with a capacity to
cling stubbornly to a cause, nor Rus-
sians with a capacity for seeking the
clear nitty-gritty of reality, nor Chi-
nese with a capacity to bend to a
cel1tral authority in our daily work.
I entirely agree. But then in what
does our revolutionary capacity lie?
In what crucible and through what
alchemic process will then the defi-
ance and the protest mutate into re-
volutionary action leading to revolu-
tionary change? .

The fact is that Indian history pro-
vides small comfort for such a hope.
Bent throughout history on evolving-
a universal society rather than a uni-
versal state we have perfected to such
an extent built-in devices in our so-
cial organisation against violent radi-
cal changes that collective acts 01
protest and defiance seem always to
have lost themselves in the layer upon
layer of porous cushions of Indian
society and the Indian mind.

History of course is constantly
evolving and may not always provide
a clue to the future. If in the twen-
ties the Indian people took to
Mahatma Gandhi rather than to
M. N. Roy they may not do so in
the sixties or the seventies. As yet
however, and taking the sub-continent
as a whole, I see very little sign of
their having decided to do so.

J. DAnA
Nagpur
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French Revolution and, maybe, his
own background. Whatever the
reason, the assumption explains his
view that th~ Russian Revolution
was the "natural product of the rise
of the new Russian 'middle-class intel-
ligentsia", and his implied suggestion
that the minor Samurai, whose self-
assertion, according t.o him, brought
about the Meiji Revolution, was
similar in its composition, attitudes
and aspirations to the French bour-
geoisie in 1789. In neither instance
is his view likely to find general ac-
ceptance. His basic assumption is
even more likely to be questioned.

The middle class, as B. Roy points
out· (June 3) is a changing medley of
disparate eleme~ts with contrary, un-
stable pulls. Its pattern of behaviour
is perplexing and unpredictable. The
one unchanging characteristic it
seems to have is a pronounced eager-
ness to save its skin, hardly a revolu-
tionary virtue. To attribute to such
a class exclusive possession of revolu-
tionary motive power and make it the
premise of an argument to prove
that there is no chance of revolution
in India is to be both unreal and
illog~ca1.

But if Mr Chaudhuri has faulted
his case by his assumption about the
middle class Mr Roy appears to have
skirted ~ver without properly tacklin~
the question of "national" character,
the genetic factor in Mr Chaudhuri's
analysis. He agrees with Mr Chau-
dhuri about the streak of passivity,
the debilitating impulse to h~ro wor-
ship, and the anaemia of the Indian
people, but then sees in the acts of
defiance and protest in modern In-
dian history expressions of rebellion
which is the seed with possibilities of
maturing into a tree of revolution.
But were the acts, he mentions, ex-
pressions of basic attitudes of the
broad masses of the Indian people?
Were they expressions of the domi-
nant trait? If they were, Mr Roy
would be justified in believing, that
the seed might mat.ure into a tree.
But if they were not, Mr Rov would
be quite unjustified in his conclusions.
To discern their true nature and cor-
rectly interpret their import one has
to fall back upon the "separate his-
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he total impact of this posi-
that the people are bound to

to the area of struggle.
nomic crisis alone is-not enough
use a revolution. There must
idealism and a philosophy

fight for. The Indian people
t be kept, isolated and im-
from the developing struggle
world people to realise their

t that oE scienti fic socialism.
r Chaudhuri has raised a new

about the biological deficiency
the Indian people. He has cited

uccessEul revolutions of the
ch. British, Russian and Japa-
people~. Were all those peoples

ogically the same in the different
Itions and times when those re-
tions took place? What relation
Vietnamese people bear with
people. and if not, how are they

'ng such an awe-inspiring strug-
against the most powerful impe-
. t Stale of the world? The truth
elsewhere. When people launch
ggle, leadership of the struggle
ng Erom the people and no

der can launch a struggle unless
Ie are prepared for it. Leader-

p in the struggle of the Indian
pie has not been wanting in the

and it will not be lacking in the
ure als). Despite the tendency in
r !Ociet} to seek salvation in the
t workl for all the ills of today
people have Eought British impe-
im. Posl-independence India has
witnessed many heroic bat,tles by

arne people. Whether there
uld be an Indian revolution or not

nds mainly on who will light the
when the conditions are ripe ..

JAGADISH C. DlJ'ITA
Birati

In his gloomy prognosis and gloo-
r prophesy about the chance of
Indian revolution (May 6 and 13)

r irad C. Chaudhuri rests his case
the assumption that the only class
nd revolutions, he says, are class
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ver had revolutionary potentiality
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Nayak

I wonder why Mr Chidananda Das
. Gupta in his critical appreciation of

Nayak (May 13) kept silent about
its main import. Nayak is a story

. of the contradictions within a bour-
geois artist. It also unmasks the na-
tU,re of bourgeois individualism.
Through flashbacks we are led to the
scene of Arindam's early life when he
was a budding young man coming
from the petty-bourgeois class, full
of you thful desire shine through
sheer talent and perseverance. But
in his very first film his artistic urge
came in clash with the deliberate in-
terference of a jealous old timer and
gradually he learnt how to be tactful
in order to make a career, mortgag-
ing his talents, self-righteousness and
artistic entity to the whims of com-
merciality. Like a typical bourgeois
individual Arindam now refuses to
stand by the side of strikers struggling
for their livelihood lest he should be
condemned as a people's artist by the
bourgeois world. This fear of Arin-
dam is a common feature of the bour-
geois artist, whose tragedy is that he
has to alienate himself from the
masses. Indicative of this is his ut-
terance 'shala whimsical public' which
is a reminder of his petty-bourgeois
origin. Ray is not, however, cynical
about his hero. Arindam gradually
realises the futility of making his
acting talent'! 'a mere commodity at
the alter of bourgeois commerciality'
determined solely by the laws of sup-
ply and demand. He feels a genuine
sense of loneliness in his alienation
from the masses.

Aditi also is just a petty-bourgeois
intellectual who thinks that she has
got some value and purpose in life
because she does not hanker after
cheap commercialism like Arindam.
But the fact remains that she also, be-
cause of her petty-bourgeois indivi-
dual outlook and the resultant supe-
riority complex, looks down upon the
masses. The wall of glass (symbo-
lised when the train stops at a way-
side st.ation) separates not only the
hero from his admirers but also Aditi
from the masses as well, both of
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them are alienated from the common
masses.

MlHIR KUMAR MITRA
Calcutta

The tragedy of Nayak is the tra-
gedy of the director himself. With
his every new film Satya jit Ray has
proved beyond doubt that he 'is one
of the masters of modern filmcraft.
But that cannot forever hide his lack
of experience. He does not know
'the men and women of our time.
Like his hero Ray too is shut off from
the people by a wall of glass.

. ABHEEK DASGUPTA

Jadavpore

Pay Anomalies

Apropos of 'Pay Anomalies' Gune
3), let me say at the outset that I am
one of those lAS officers who bene-
fited from the Government of West
Bengal orders dated 12-2-64 and
25-11-65. But your correspondent did
not present the whole truth which, in
fairness to all concerned, should be
known. He has pointed out that the
State Government had accepted "the
principle as far back as 1949 that
there would be parity in service con-
ditions between the members of the
lAS and the HJS". In actual fact,
however, such parity has operated in
many respects to the advantage of the
HJS. Your correspondent has himself
mentioned that "members of the
HJS once got a higher initial start in
the scale". The fact is that members
of the HJS still get a higher initial
start in the scale-Rs. 1240 on pro-
motion to the HJS from the WBCS
Gudl) after less than 20 years' ser-
vice and Rs 1300 on promotion after
completion of 20 years. The lAS
officers promoted from the WBCS
(Exe) prior to the passing of the
Government Order dated 12-2-64 used
to get in many cases a start at the
minimum of the senior scale of pay,
namely, Rs 800 (revised to Rs 900
since April 1960). Even. after the
passing of the Government Order
dated 12-2-64 these officers had their
initial pay fixed at Rs 1180, i.e. less
than that of the HJS officers. The
Order corrected only a part of the

disparity and yet held back the ar-
rears due. The Order dated 25-11-65
released a part of these arrears. The
arrears on account of fixation of pay
in the selection grade of the WBCS
(Exe) are still being held back.

I fail to understand why there
should be such a loud cry against
these orders, particularly from an
apologist of the HJS, though I agree
that the benefits of the upward revi-
sion of the senior time scale of the
lAS from April 1960, including the
benefits of the selection grade pay of
Rs 1800-2000 should not in fairness
be withheld from the HJS .. I also
agree that the question of giving the
District Judges the special pay of
Rs 200 per month now given to the
District Magistrates should also be
equitably considered. But while speak.
ing of parity in the conditions of
service, it may not be fair to claim
all the benefits of the lAS scales and
to retain at the same time special
benefits exclusively attaching to the
H JS. That would be claiming "more
equality" than the others.

I know that this controversy is not
a matter of great public importance
meriting valuable space in your paper.
Since, however, you thought it fit to
publish Jl distorted one-sided picture,
you might as well consider giving the
devil his due.

AN lAS OFFIen
Calcutta

The (U.S.) Navy has had many v0-
lunteers, some going on the the
that 'there ain't no Vietcong su~
marines.'
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